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FALL 2019 SEMINARS
“CULTURE IN EU EXTERNAL RELATIONS: PRACTICE AND THEORY OF THE
POLICY MAKING PROCESS”

Tuesday, November 26, 2019: Prof. Sabrina Cavatorto (University of Siena) – “How many voices to have none? The Making of EU policies”

Tuesday, December 3, 2019: Prof Andrew Murray (University of Vesalius and former director EUNIC Global) - “The origins and development of the strategic approach to culture and EU external relations: the formal policy process.”

Thursday, December 5, 2019: Prof Andrew Murray (University of Vesalius and former director EUNIC Global) – “The origins and development of the strategic approach to culture and EU external relations: the informal policy process.”

Tuesday, December 10, 2019: Dr Walter Zampieri (Head of Unit, Education, Audiovisual and Culture Executive Agency (EACEA) – “International cultural relations: a new approach for the European Union and its foreign policy.”

Tuesday, December 17, 2019: Dr Alessandro Lamonica (University of Siena) – “National cultural diplomacies in the age of EU international cultural relations: An Intergovernmental analysis.”

Thursday, January 16, 2020: Prof Barnard Steunenberg (University of Leiden) – “Too difficult to handle? Analyzing policy implementation on cultural heritage in a multi-level setting.”

Friday, January 17, 2020: Dr Odila Triebel (IFA, Stuttgart) – “Transnational Cultural Relations - a European pathway?”

Tuesday, January 21, 2020: Dr Diego Marani (Cultural Policy Coordinator, European External Action Service) – “The Design and Development of Cultural Policy in EU External Relations”